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our clients. We employ a variety of modern 
techniques, including pressure mapping, sleep 
surveys, load/roll testing and Martindale testing, 
combining these with state-of-the-art hygiene 
treatments, to ensure that guests enjoy the 
safest, most comfortable and hygienic sleep 
experience possible, whilst maximising durability, 
longevity and cost-effectiveness for our clients.

We are committed to developing a true 
partnership with our clients worldwide, offering 
consultancy, advice and ongoing tailor-made 
support in delivery of quality, value and individual 
sleep solutions - a drive recognised by the 
granting of our Royal Warrant from Her Majesty 
Queen Elizabeth II.

An award-winning, fifth-generation, family-run 
British company, we have been handcrafting a 
variety of high quality sleep solutions, using time-
honoured methods for over 100 years.

Combining traditional skills with constant 
innovation, Hypnos Contract Beds has a 
reputation for making the most comfortable 
beds and sofa beds in the world, using cutting-
edge technology and research to advance the 
business of sleep.

We are a dedicated manufacturer of 
comprehensive Hospitality Sleep Solutions, 
encompassing sleep sets, fabrics and sofa beds, 
to ensure the widest range of sleep options for 

Technology, fed by tradition

The Queen’s Awards for Enterprise: International Trade 2017
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Sofa beds... 

O ur sofa beds are an integral part of 
our Hospitality Sleep Solutions range, 
adding flexibility and cost-effective 

value to our partners’ accommodation offerings. 

As an experienced bed manufacturer and 
expert in sleep, we apply the same rigorous 
standards to our sofa bed manufacturing and 
design processes, ensuring a consistent sleep 
experience across the range.

Our sofa bed collection is contemporary and 
stylish, offering clients a further opportunity to 
enhance their profitability and flexibility of room 
usage. Some sofa beds also include additional 
storage.

Using hardwood frames throughout, premium 
quality fabrics, and combining them with the 
industry’s leading internal mechanisms, ensures 
a highly durable and robust sleep experience for 
our sofa bed users.

...A vital piece of the jigsaw D U R A B L E
_

Hardwood construction and 
market-leading mechanisms by Sedac 
and Lampolet

H Y G I E N I C
_

Protected by our state-of-the-art 
hygiene treatments

L O N g  L A S T I N g
_

Comprehensive full 5 years guarantee

S U S T A I N A B L E 
_

100% recyclable at the end of their 
service life

D E S I g N E D
_

Select your fabric from our Designed
for Sleep hospitality fabric range

This commitment to environmental 
sustainability - throughout the design and 
manufacturing process - comes as standard 
for our hospitality clients, enhancing 
their own credentials as ecologically 
responsible businesses whilst maintaining an 
uncompromising level of excellence.

Initial consultation and project 
planning

Detailed design and 
specification

Bespoke sleep options

Financing
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Hypnos Contract Beds are the UK’s first 
carbon neutral bed manufacturer, an 
accolade of which we are very proud. We 
are committed to sustainable design and 
responsible sourcing, complying with the PAS 
2060 Carbon Neutrality Standard. Our UK 
facilities are FSC® certified and have passed 
the Sedex™ ethical trading audit.

Our unique bed disposal service deconstructs 
beds and sofa beds, and creates recycled raw 
materials for re-use in other industries.

Our dedicated project management team 
offers a unique 8 Step Sleep Plan to all 
hospitality clients, from on-site consultations 
and bespoke design services, to bed disposal 
and ongoing marketing support, providing 
solutions that enhance both guest experience 
and client profitability. 

This unique combination of practical and 
financial benefits is what sets Hypnos 
Contract Beds apart from our competition. 
With Hypnos, it is truly a whole-life service.

Delivery and installation

Old bed disposal and recycling

Sleep accessories

Whole-life monitoring and 
marketing

8 Step Sleep Plan

The support behind the promise

Committed to global sustainability through 100% recyclability
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An integral part
of the Hypnos 
Sleep Solution



The London is a true all-rounder; Its classic 
lines will complement traditional and modern 
room sets equally well. Upright and elegant, 
it provides ample sleeping space whilst 
occupying a minimal footprint.

Sofa sizes 

(w x h x d)

Sleeping surface

(w x h x d) 

Mechanism

Cushions

Feet

Height without 

feet

Fabric meterage

2-seater - 155cm x 88cm x 93cm

3-seater - 175cm x 88cm x 93cm

2-seater - 183cm x 10cm x 114cm

3-seater - 183cm x 10cm x 135cm

Sedac 10M mechanism

Back  - Loose fibre

Seats - Loose foam

4.5cm high block in beech

83cm

2-seater - 9m

3-seater - 10m
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A compact, single-seat chair bed, the York is 
ideal for making the most of a smaller room. 
Simply styled and very space efficient, it still 
delivers uncompromisingly excellent sleep 
quality. Recessed black glides create a low, 
informal seating look.

Sofa sizes

(w x h x d)

Sleeping surface

(w x h x d)

Mechanism

Cushions

Feet

Height without 

feet

Fabric meterage

1-seater - 98cm x 88cm x 93cm

1-seater - 183cm x 10cm x 75cm

Sedac 10M mechanism

Back - Loose fibre

Seat - Loose foam

3cm rececessed black glides

85cm

5m

Fabric shown is Hypnos Mustang Black 248209
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York

88
cm

98cm 
(Mattress - 75cm x 183cm)

93cm 

Fabric shown is Hypnos Kyoto Stone 248217

London
88

cm

155cm (Mattress - 114cm x 183cm)
175cm (Mattress - 135cm x 183cm) 

93cm 

93cm 132cm 

225cm 

49
cm

80cm

93cm 134cm 

227cm 

49
cm

78cm
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2-seater - 147cm x 84cm x 96cm

3-seater - 167cm x 84cm x 96cm

2-seater - 183cm x 10cm x 114cm

3-seater - 183cm x 10cm x 135cm

Sedac 10M mechanism

P

Fixed foam

10cm high block in dark wood finish

74cm

2-seater - 9m

3-seater - 10m

Lichfield

Lichfield’s sophisticated, elegant design 
ensures it is one of our best sellers. Its
high leg design eases housekeeping duties, like 
vacuuming and repositioning, yet its slim
arms ensure that seating/sleeping areas are 
maximised, enhancing room efficiency.

Sofa sizes

(w x h x d)

Sleeping surface

(w x h x d)

Mechanism

Cushion catcher 

technology

Cushions

Feet

Height without 

feet

Fabric meterage

Fabric shown is Panaz Highland Dove 248173

11/2-seater - 123cm x 100cm x 92cm

11/2-seater - 197cm x 12cm x 75cm

Lampolet BL8 ideal for heavy use 

environments

P

Fixed foam

2cm black glides integral with 

mechanism

98cm

8m

Deep and welcoming, the luxurious 
cushioning and spacious seating of the 
Manhattan mirror the contemporary style of 
the chic boutique hotels and modern serviced 
apartments that it is ideally suited to. Space-
efficient and easy to convert, the Manhattan 
delivers effortless extra sleeping.

Sofa sizes

(w x h x d)

Sleeping surface

(w x h x d)

Mechanism

Cushion catcher 

technology

Cushions

Feet

Height without 

feet

Fabric meterage

Fabric shown is Panaz Highland Lime 248167

Manhattan
10

0c
m

123cm 
(Mattress - 75cm x 197cm)

92cm 

92cm 119cm 

211cm 

81cm

54
cm

96cm
84

cm
147cm (Mattress - 114cm x 183cm)
167cm (Mattress - 135cm x 183cm)

49
cm

96cm 132cm 

228cm 

74cm



Available in either left or right hand facing 
variants, the Milan corner sofa bed is the 
height of modern versatility, It delivers 
a sleeping surface equivalent to that 
of a ‘standard UK double’ bed with an 
impressively small footprint, whilst providing 
the flexibility of both a task area and lounging 
area (and storage) for the working guest. 

Sofa sizes

(w x h x d)

Sleeping surface

(w x h x d)

Under bed

Mechanism

Cushions

Feet

Height without 

feet

Fabric meterage

5-seater - 205cm (135cm/70cm) x 

159cm (84cm/77cm) x 77cm

5-seater - 190cm x 12cm x 135cm

P

Sedac Manex mechanism

Back - Loose fibre

Seat - Loose foam (sleeping surface)

6cm cylinder in beech

71cm

15m

Right-hand facing orientation shown

Fabric shown is Hypnos Kyoto Granite 248222

The Paris three-seater sofa bed converts 
effortlessly and rapidly, and is available in both 
right-hand and left-hand facing options to 
provide excellent flexibility. Once removed, 
the back cushions deliver a generous sleeping 
surface area. Its timeless class ensures it will 
complement and enhance a wide range of 
room styles.

Sofa sizes

(w x h x d)

Sleeping surface

(w x h x d)

Mechanism

Cushions

Feet

Height without 

feet

Fabric meterage

3-seater - 205cm x 83cm x 88cm

3-seater - 190cm x 19cm x 77cm

None

Loose foam (sleeping surface)

9cm cylinder in beech

74cm

12m

Right-hand facing orientation shown

Fabric shown is Panaz Twilight Petrol 248176
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ParisMilan

83
cm

205cm 
(Sleeping surface - 77cm x 190cm)

88
cm

84
cm

 
(Sleeping surface - 135cm x 190cm)

(A topper is available to enhance comfort)

159cm

135cm 

205cm 

70cm 

77
cm

74cm



Explore the range

Find a sleep solution that’s right for your property in our 
dedicated brochures. 
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Adding the finishing touch...

A t Hypnos Contract Beds we pride 
ourselves on being able to deliver 
the perfect sleep solution for each 

individual hotelier.  

A big part of this is the final design and colour 
scheme of your sofa bed, and with several 
fabrics to choose from, our Designed for 
Sleep hospitality fabric collection is as wide as 
our clients’ requirements. 

All of our fabrics conform to the latest fire 
safety standard of BS7177:2008 (Crib 5), 
with most also conforming to BS7176, and 
are regularly tested for compliance. They 
also undergo regular Martindale testing to 
evaluate resistance to wear and abrasion, 
ensuring their durability.

At Hypnos, we believe there should be no 
stone unturned in finding perfection.

Browse all fabric options on our website www.hypnoscontractbeds.com

...Complete your bespoke sleep solution

While every effort has been taken to accurately reproduce the colours of our products 

when making this brochure, it is not possible to guarantee perfect colour reproduction 

due to the limitations of the printing process. Hypnos reserves the right to alter 

specifications in the interests of improved design and quality.

Sleep Sets
C H O I C E S  &  O P T I O N S

I S S U E  1

Designed for Sleep
H O S P I T A L I T Y  O V E R V I E W



Hypnos Contract Beds Limited

Station Road  |  Castle Donington  |  Derby  |  DE74 2NU  |  United Kingdom
T: +44 (0) 1332 497111  |  E: info@hypnoscontractbeds.com

www.hypnoscontractbeds.com

I S S U E  2

When you have Þnished with 
this brochure please recycle it.

@hypnosbeds Hypnos Contract Beds @HypnosBeds


